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ABSTRACT
This contribution aims to outline the experience gained while working on the DiM
project, the context within which it arose, its development as an Erasmus+ project
and its resulting outcomes. The first part of this paper introduces the adult education
system in Italy, which is considered a significant tool for the country to enhance its
growth; it also explains the purpose of the Centri Provinciali per l’Istruzione degli
Adulti (CPIAs). The second part of the paper outlines the context in which the idea
of the DiM Project took shape, having been designed from the outset as a teaching
aid for students and teachers. The final section focuses on the development of the
project from its inception, and highlights the work of the students who, thanks to their
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languages and with the assistance of teachers and experts, were the real key players in
the creation of the multilingual dictionary.

KEYWORDS
Adult education; DiM Project; CPIA Avellino; foreign students inclusion; L2
teaching.

1. ADULT EDUCATION: AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE COUNTRY
Over the last few years, lifelong learning, as an intentional individual process aimed at the acquisition of roles and skills involving a relatively stable change in the course of time, has become a key word in the welfare
policies of the European Union. Among the many definitions of the term
lifelong learning that have emerged over time, what makes the difference
is certainly the principle of intentionality at the basis of which there is an
individual who, proactively, seeks the training opportunities best suited to
his/her goals and needs. On the basis of this assumption, it can be said that
lifelong learning appeared as a structured concept in the second half of the
20th century, when UNESCO introduced it as a guiding principle for the
renewal of education.
The need to talk about lifelong learning emerged primarily in the 1970s, in
an international climate characterized by wars and poverty, when it became
necessary to rethink a new educational paradigm. Later on, in the 1980s,
the neo-liberal wave profoundly changed the context, and even the concept
of lifelong learning shifted from a more humanistic vision to a prevalently
economic one. Education was no longer understood as a tool to improve the
conditions of society as a whole, but as a means to foster individual enterprise
from a professional point of view. Moreover, since the 1990s there has been a
new perspective on lifelong education in our country in the wake of the social
inequalities created and in light of the challenges launched by the emergence
of new technologies. The synthesis of this new paradigm is well framed in
the working document of the European Commission, “A Memorandum on
Lifelong Learning” dated 20001, which underlines the interconnection between social and economic changes. Starting from this assumption, lifelong
learning must promote collective development starting from the personal realisation of the individual.
See: Commissione delle Comunità Europee, Memorandum sull’istruzione e la
formazione permanente Bruxelles, 30.10.2000 (https://archivio.pubblica.istruzione.it/dg_
postsecondaria/memorandum.pdf).
1
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While we are strongly convinced of the intrinsic potential of the adult
education sector in affirming the importance of lifelong learning as a driving force for personal and collective development, the adoption of suitable
tools to promote such training has not taken place with the same speed and
awareness. In recent years, the new adult education system has become an
indispensable strategic infrastructure of our country’s development policies,
capable of responding to new training needs and anticipating and prefiguring
the necessary innovations in the system. In fact, it represents a real driving
force for the relaunch of learning for those who, for various reasons, have
left the school system and thanks to bespoke courses devised for them, are
afforded the possibility to make up for lost time, but above all have the opportunity to complete or enhance their skills.
Nevertheless, it must be said that the adult education system, although
fully part of the Italian school system, still suffers from problems related to
the real recognition of its identity. Starting from the principle that satisfied
adults are and will be adequate citizens in society, we should note that having
moved beyond a first historical phase in which it was limited to a single, albeit
indispensable, compensatory function (i.e. primary literacy), adult education
is now configured as a true ‘existential regulator’ and a tool for social inclusion. People placed in a position to exercise this right are able to guarantee
full participation in social life as citizens. Talking about adult education today,
therefore, means referring to the twofold instrumental and existential function
it performs: the first aimed at compensating for training gaps or returning illiteracy; the second more linked to the cultural, ethical, value-based and selffulfilling dimension of the individual’s development process. In this sense, it
is worth remembering that it is now recognised at an interdisciplinary level
that fostering a culture of lifelong learning means promoting strategies of individual and collective empowerment, of intra- and intercultural mediation, of
improvement of equal opportunities and even of promotion of well-being and
democracy. In order for all this to become concrete in practice, it is first necessary to resolve the many problems/critical issues that, obviously, in Covid 19’s
time have become exceedingly complicated and thus have pushed for the need
to renew motivation and relationships to be implemented in adults, whether
they are students or not. Today, there are increasing numbers of young people
with complicated paths behind them, who opt for the aforementioned evening
courses. The typical student is in fact no longer just a worker who wants to
resume his or her studies to improve future working opportunities, but a young
man or woman who is unemployed or has never worked before and is trying to
get back into the game (the so-called ‘NEET’2 group).
Yet data from around the world give us a scenario that is certainly not
encouraging and which, among other things, sees the presence of 750 mil2

NEET is the acronym for “Not in Education, Employment, or Training”.
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lion illiterate adults. A picture that, in the specific case of the Italian situation, is even starker because of the persistence of strong inequalities between
regions, due to the gap between Southern Italy and the national average3. A
new glimmer of hope comes from the opportunity offered by Next Generation
EU to create in Italy, finally, a truly structured system of lifelong learning in
order to reach by 2025 the European objective of 50% of adults participating
in training activities at least once a year.
It is in this scenario that the work of the Provincial Centres for Adult
Education (CPIAs)4 scattered across the country should be enhanced. If, on
the one hand, the CPIA represents a clear institutional point of reference for
the “reception, orientation and accompaniment aimed at the adult population with particular reference to disadvantaged groups” (Guidelines, 2015),
on the other, this sector of our education system is called upon to implement
the enhancement of the cultural and professional heritage of the person, starting from the reconstruction of his or her individual history, conveyed by the
Individual Training Pact, stipulated by a Commission appointed by the CPIA
itself, and certified by means of the Individual Booklet.
The CPIAs are organized as proper educational institutions and are autonomous; however, they have a rather complex internal structure. A territorial
service network articulated in three levels, namely:
a) administrative unit: the CPIAs consists of a central office and delivery
points (associated offices) of first level paths and literacy and Italian language
learning;
b) didactic unit: CPIAs stipulate network agreements with educational institutions that provide second level courses for adults, also in order to connect
first and second level courses;
c) training unit: in order to widen the training offer, the CPIAs stipulate
network agreements with local authorities and both public and private organizations in order to integrate/enrich/favour the connection between different
types of education and training courses.
The CPIAs also carry out research on adult education through the Regional
Centre for Research, Experimentation and Development (CRRS&S). In the
Guidelines of 20155, in consideration of the curricula of the CPIAs, it is still
stated that the training offer made by the CPIAs is aimed at obtaining the
Suffice it to say that the proportion of graduates aged 30-34 is 21.6% in the South,
compared to the national average of 26.9% (Source: OECD, 2018).
3

4
In the 2014/2015 school year, the new Provincial Centres for Adult Education (CPIA)
were established. The new centres carry out the functions previously carried out by the
Permanent Territorial Centres (CTP) and by the schools hosting evening classes. (see https://
www.miur.gov.it/istruzione-per-gli-adulti-centri-provinciali-per-l-istruzione-degli-adulti).

DECREE 12 March 2015 - Guidelines for the transition to the new system to support
the organisational and teaching autonomy of the Provincial Centres for Adult Education.
(15A04226) (OJ General Series n.130 of 08-06-2015 - Ordinary Supplement n. 26).
5
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certification attesting the level of education corresponding to that provided
by the system in force at the end of elementary school; first and second cycle
qualifications; the certification attesting to the acquisition of basic skills related to compulsory education; the qualification attesting to the achievement
of a level of knowledge of the Italian language not lower than level A2 of the
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages.
In this context, attention to policies for the inclusion of foreign students
at the linguistic level is particularly important, considering that languages
can be a source of discrimination and an obstacle to inclusion, but they can
also be great resources and factors of resilience. The promotion of native
languages and of the linguistic, human and cultural heritage that each immigrant brings with him/her cannot but be the point from which to start and
on which to build new knowledge and new practices, linguistic but not only.
The result is the need to rethink education systems at all levels, with a
special focus on the most vulnerable learners, who must be given specific
instruction in order to guarantee social integration, even before educational/
training integration. This is the direction in which the work of the eight CPIAs
operating within Regione Campania is heading.
The educational and training dimensions that we find in this context are
substantiated by competences: learning in prison, with migrants, at school,
with adults, in the CPIAs, cannot but be dense with pathways that have
“transversal and non transversal” competences as main axes to achieve adequate learning outcomes.

2. THE DiM PROJECT IN THE CONTEXT OF CPIA AVELLINO
On September 1, 2015 the Provincial Centre of Adult Education AvellinoBenevento came into being. It was to maintain this inter-provincial dimension until August 31, 2017 when two distinct entities, the CPIA Avellino and
CPIA Benevento, were created. The centre included twenty-six service delivery points, of which six were prisons, with a student body made up primarily
of foreigners mostly from Sub-Saharan Africa and Eastern European countries with a level of education ranging from illiteracy to a university degree.
Currently the CPIA Avellino consists of the central headquarters situated in
the city of Avellino, three associated branches located in the province, four
branches of prison schools located in four different prisons. All venues offer literacy courses for Italian adults as well as literacy and Italian language
learning courses for adult foreigners aimed at obtaining the qualification attesting to the achievement of level A2 of knowledge of the Italian language of
the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages drawn up by
the Council of Europe. Additional courses offered include first level courses
leading to a lower secondary level qualification (equivalent to the Italian
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terza media qualification); first level course - second educational period for
the fulfilment of compulsory schooling comprising senior school years 1 and
2, for the fulfilment of compulsory schooling.
The DiM Project with its specific focus on learners’ languages and cultures
was born in this context. From the outset, it was clear that the interest shown
in their own mother tongue made the students proud and happy, as they felt
they were directly involved in the realisation of a project that concerned
them closely. In addition, participation in the project yielded important results in the learning of Italian as a second language. There was also an impact
on students not directly involved in the project, who enthusiastically took
part in related workshop activities such as, for example, the production of
drawings, and put forward suggestions that their own languages be included
in the dictionary at a future stage.

2. 1 THE IDEA OF DiM
The idea of DiM arose within the CPIA Avellino in an Italian language course
for foreigners (Italian L 2) during the 2016/2017 school year. The course
was held at Poggio dei Signori, a facility located in Forino, which housed
some sixty adult asylum seekers. The CPIA Avellino had signed a memorandum of understanding with this facility for the running of the Italian L2
course within it.
During the welcome and orientation phase which took place in the same
structure, the class teacher conducted sociolinguistic interviews in the presence of the cultural mediator on duty at Poggio. The questions concerning the
assessment of formal and informal competences, but also the understanding
of the linguistic, cultural and experiential background, were asked by the
teacher in Italian so that she could be aware of the level of L2 knowledge,
and if necessary were translated into French or English. Often it was necessary, if not indispensable, to have an ‘internal mediator’ who was close to the
language and/or ethnicity of the interviewee and could translate the answers
into French, English or Italian.
The emerging class group, the vast majority of which came from subSaharan Africa, was composed of a group of French-speaking students from
Mali, Togo, the Ivory Coast, Burkina Faso and Senegal; a group of Englishspeaking students mostly from Nigeria but also from Gambia, Ghana, Liberia
and finally two students speaking only Arabic or its variants from Oman and
Chad. Within the groups there were students who were not literate in their
native language and had never attended school in their own country. Among
them, three types of non-literate people could be distinguished: 1. those who
spoke only their mother tongue and other local dialects and were unable to
write in any language; 2. those who could speak but not write in the official
a bottom-up experience
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language (English or French) of their countries of origin; 3. those who had
never attended any kind of school but spoke and wrote in French or English.
Among those who had attended school, only a few had finished the course of
study and obtained a diploma, all the others had attended school for a few
years and only occasionally; yet another group, Muslim by faith, had only
attended Koranic school and were not familiar with the Latin alphabet. A
further group, from Nigeria, claimed to be able to read and write English,
when in fact they were only able to hand copy flawlessly any text, despite
being unable to read.
It was evident that the linguistic competence of all the students, including
the non-literate ones, was remarkable since they spoke and understood at
least three or four languages. Their ability to communicate within the various groups was surprising. There was something that I would call “linguistic
solidarity” that allowed everyone to communicate with each other and with
everyone else. This solidarity manifested itself very clearly within the same
language group and was reinforced during classroom activities by reaching
out to the other language groups, as in the case of the two Arabic-speaking
students whom everyone tried to help even though they did not know Arabic.
The idea of DiM was conceived in the multilingual and multicultural context of this classroom where a vast and varied world of different languages,
sounds and cultures was enclosed within a few square metres. It was an opportunity to see the students from a different vantage point, as knowledge
holders, giving voice to their identity through their native languages.

2. 2 FIRST STEPS IN THE BUILDING OF THE DiM
The idea behind the project was to take advantage of the linguistic skills of
the students in the class to create a glossary of their languages, to be used as
a teaching tool useful to both teachers and learners. The starting point for the
experimental work was the lexical list A1 of the Profilo della lingua italiana6
made up of about 500 headwords of level A1 of the CEFR (Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages).
The lemmas were listed in alphabetical order on a sheet containing three
columns: the first column contained the lemma in Italian; the second column
6
Profilo della lingua italiana. Livelli di riferimento del QCER A1, A2, B1 e B2 is the
result of the project entitled “Descrizioni dei livelli di riferimento per le lingue nazionali
e regionali” (DLR), promoted by the Language Policy Division of the Council of Europe
in collaboration with the CVCL (Centre for Language Evaluation and Certification) of
the University for Foreigners of Perugia and other international institutions (Cervantes
Institute, University of Cambridge, Université Paris III - Sorbonne nouvelle, among others).
(see: https://www.hubscuola.it/profilo_lingua_italiana/origini.html).
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contained the translation into English or French (for French or English speaking users); the third column was empty for the insertion of the translation
into one’s own language. The students were divided into groups speaking the
same language.
From the teacher’s observations it could be inferred that the task was carried out with a great deal of participation and interest, often outside class
time, and was quite challenging. There were lengthy discussions about each
term before finding the one that everyone thought best corresponded in translation from one language to another.
The writing phase was the most complicated and was entrusted by the group
to the best student, usually to the pupil with the greatest number of years of
schooling. The difficulty in transliterating the sounds of one’s own language,
mostly used orally, into a written form was evident. After the arduous phase of
writing, the teacher recorded the lemmas with a mobile phone.
During the school year, the following languages were collected and recorded for A1 level: Kotokoli spoken in Togo; Bambara spoken in Senegal;
Igbo, spoken in Nigeria. During the following school year (2017/2018), Twi
language lemmas for A1 and A2 level were collected and recorded in another
class consisting of 23 learners all from Ghana and belonging to the same ethnic group. Urdu language for A1 level was also collected with the help of a
Pakistani student with a degree in foreign languages from Pakistan, attending
a first period course (corresponding to the eighth grade).

3. THE DiM PROJECT
Already in its experimental phase, in the two years preceding the funding of the project by the European Community, the students involved had
shown great interest and participation by working also after school hours.
The project in its embryonic stage was presented at an interregional conference of CPIAs (Campania, Piemonte and Emilia Romagna) in December 2017.
Colleagues appreciated the results of the project and suggested submitting an
application for an Erasmus project so that it could be adopted as good working practice in teaching activities for the teaching of L2, and as a useful tool
for the inclusion of foreign students.
A project application was submitted by CPIA Avellino as lead school for
the Call 2018 within the framework of the Erasmus plus KA204 Projects Strategic Partnerships for Adult Education for Good Practice and Social
Inclusion, and was approved and funded by the European Community (Grant
Agreement Number 2018-1-IT02-KA204-048332).
The project officially began on 15 October 2018 with the First International
Meeting of all partners in Avellino to define the expected objectives, the languages to be included and the modalities of implementation. Seven European
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partners participated in the realisation of the DiM Project: CPIA Avellino
as Coordinator, CPIA Benevento, CPIA Ravenna, Active Citizens Partnership
(Greece), 36.6 Competence Centre (Scotland), Future Focus Ltd (Malta), IMS
(Cyprus). All the schools and institutions involved are active in the field of
adult education for foreigners, and in particular in the teaching of L2. It
should be emphasised at this point that the real protagonists of the project
were the students of the various organisations and their native languages.
The choice of Bengali by the CPIA Avellino as a language to be included in the DiM was made following the monitoring that is carried out every
year to gain a general overview of the students’ catchment area. During the
2017/2018 school year, 1098 students were enrolled at the CPIA Avellino
(91% of whom were foreigners, subdivided as follows: 69% from Africa, 16%
from Asia and 15% from Eastern Europe. The Bengali language, or Bangla,
spoken in Bangladesh but also in the Indian state of West Bengal, was one
of the most widely spoken languages given the high percentage of enrolled
students from Bangladesh, and was collected by the CPIA Avellino. The
other student languages chosen were Bambara (spoken in Mali), collected
by the CPIA Benevento; Wolof (spoken in Senegal) collected by the CPIA
Ravenna; Fârsi (spoken in Iran), collected by the Greek partners; Russian
(spoken in Russia), collected by the Cypriot partners; Tagalog (spoken in the
Philippines), collected by the Maltese partners; Tigrinya (spoken in Eritrea),
collected by the Scottish partners.
The CPIA Avellino coordinated the various phases and activities of the
project by creating the format for the collection, and the database used to
process the data for the construction of the online dictionary. It also designed
the DiM project website. The linguistic data was acquired by each partner
through laboratory activities in which the students translated the words of
the lexical list A1 of the Profile of the Italian Language, first into English
(vehicular language of the project) and then into their mother tongue. They
subsequently recorded the audio of the translated word; transcribed the word
onto an Excel file shared on Google drive; produced a drawing (these were
created by students who lacked or possessed lower levels of literacy) and
wrote a definition consulting one or more dictionaries. The students’ work
was supported by a teaching team, usually a teacher acting as a technician
for the audio recordings and data entry into Google drive and the Language
2 teacher. For languages with an alphabet other than Latin, Google’s input
tools were installed as a Chrome extension in order to be able to write with
characters not present on the keyboard.7

7

http://www.dimproject.net/
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Google sheet for Bengali language data collection

All the shared online work was evaluated by the CPIA Avellino team, who
were responsible for checking the technical quality and constantly monitored all the data collected. Once the processing phase had been completed,
data was uploaded onto the online DiM platform through the project website
www.dimproject.net.

Bengali alphabet drawn by students
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3. 1 THE KEY CONTRIBUTION OF THE EXPERTS
The project presented a number of challenges that had to be dealt with at different stages. From the outset, participating partners assumed that creating a
dictionary would be a very simple task, the same assumption applying to the
collection of linguistic data entrusted to them. Only during the implementation phase did they realise the difficulties and complexity of the project. The
greatest problems were encountered both in the data acquisition phase and
above all during the revision phase of the linguistic material at our disposal.
It is widely believed, even among teachers, that whoever speaks a language
must also know it. There was a lack of awareness among participants that
speakers do not necessarily possess knowledge of their own language, just
as, in many cases, they do not possess the metalinguistic ability to reflect on
how their language works and how it is used. This led to several difficulties
in the collection of language data as in the case of Tigrinya where the group
of students was heterogeneous in terms of geographical origin (some from
Eritrea and others from Ethiopia) and speaking very different and mutually
unintelligible dialect varieties. In addition, the students were not very literate, having studied for only a few years in their country. For this reason, during the revision phase entrusted to the experts, the linguistic data of Tigrinya
turned out to be mostly inaccurate (on the peculiarities of Tigrinya variants
and their script, see Lusini in this volume).
Many difficulties were overcome thanks to the participation in the DiM
Project of various experts, highly qualified people in the various languages,
who generously gave their time and experience to advise, guide and review the work done by our students. Immediately after the approval of the
DiM Project funding, the coordinator got in touch with Professor Adriano
V. Rossi8, an expert in lexicography and Iranian languages, to request an
opinion on the project and to seek advice on how to proceed with the design
of the multilingual dictionary. Following an initial meeting with Professor
A. Rossi, subsequent meetings were also attended by Professor Maddalena
Toscano9, who has coordinated a number of European projects on multilingual education in multicultural contexts in the past, and Professor Flavia
Aiello10. All of them found the project valuable and interesting and agreed
8
Professor Emeritus Adriano V. Rossi was full Professor of Iranian Linguistics and
Iranian Philology at the University of Naples “L’Orientale”. Since 2016 he is President of
IsMEO – The International Association for Mediterranean and Oriental Studies, Rome.

Maddalena Toscano is a former researcher and teacher in Swahili language at
UNIOR with experience as main coordinator in various SOCRATES Comenius projects (see
for e.g.: T.I.M.E for Teachers http://opar.unior.it/179/1/Intercultural.pdf).
9

10
Flavia Aiello is Associate Professor of Swahili Language and Literature at the
University of Naples L’Orientale.
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to collaborate to ensure its success, especially in the linguistic revision
phase. Thanks to them, it was possible to get in touch with Professor Ilaria
Micheli11, who revised the Bambara language resources and provided useful information on the linguistic structures of African languages. Professor
Gianfrancesco Lusini12, was the consultant for Tigrinya; and Emiliano
Minerba, a PhD student at the University L’Orientale in Naples, took care of
the language revision for Wolof and all the problems related to data gathering for this language.
These academics, to quote Professor Lusini’s words, decided to “take an
active militancy” by going out into the field, working side by side with our
native speakers and supporting the teachers with their specialist linguistic
expertise. As mentioned earlier, the biggest problems for African languages
were related to the prevalence of oral language and the lack of familiarity
with written variants. This phenomenon occurs even among the most educated speakers, since the language of education often corresponds to the language of the former colonial administration.

3. 2 THE RESULTS
In its final format, the project consists of an online multilingual dictionary
(http://dictionary.dimproject.net/index.php) called DiM, mounted on a digital platform and made freely available to all. The DiM currently contains
eleven languages: Bambara; Bengali; Farsi; Russian; Tagalog; Tigrinya; Wolof;
Italian; Greek; Maltese and English. A list of about five hundreds entries is
available for each language. Each word is accompanied by audio; a schematic
drawing made with vector graphics (for concrete names); a transliteration for
words written in non-Latin scripts; a grammatical reference; the definition
of the word (for highly coded languages with a great written literary tradition); a drawing made by the students for some languages (Bambara, Bengali
and Wolof); language profiles containing the alphabet and descriptions of the
main features of each language; semantic labels referred to words belonging
to the same semantic field; examples of activities that can be carried out in
L2 classes using words, audio, drawings or semantic lists.

Ilaria Micheli is Associate Professor of African Linguistics at the University of
Trieste - Department of Legal, Language, Interpreting and Translation Studies (IUSLIT).
11

Gianfrancesco Lusini is Full Professor for Ge’ez and Amharic languages and
literatures at the Dipartimento Asia, Africa e Mediterraneo of the University of Naples
“L’Orientale”.
12
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Semantic list of clothes

The user interface created for the DiM is very simple and is accessible from
any device. Moreover, it is also designed to be used by people with a low
literacy level and is suitable for embedding (the inclusion of the dictionary
in any other website). Accessing the dictionaries is possible directly through
the link: dictionary.dimproject.net (http://dictionary.dimproject.net/) and
also through the website link: http://www.dimproject.net/. The DiM Project
website chronicles the development of the project in its various stages and
also contains articles related to the project written by participants or external
persons. In addition, it contains the profiles of the countries involved in the
project; a recording of the Multiplier Event (a one day webinar to showcase
the project, with the participation of all partners, students, public figures and
the academics who were instrumental to its success); and texts in Italian and
English of the contributions of speakers who participated in the webinar.

CONCLUSIONS
The DiM does not claim to be a dictionary, but rather a multilingual glossary. Furthermore, it was not produced by expert lexicographers. The work
produced in collaboration with the students was nonetheless a significant
achievement for all those involved. The project offered a great opportunity
for human and professional enrichment resulting from the exchange of experiences between the different partners, as well as between students and
teachers from different countries, in order to gain a new awareness of the
students’ languages and cultures. It also provided the opportunity to reflect
on the importance of languages as a vehicle of identity and culture; on being
open to different cultures, languages and literatures and on other ways of
receiving, teaching and learning with the belief that all languages are part of
the common human heritage and are to be safeguarded and protected.
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The DiM experience highlighted the importance of language and the need
for language education in schools. Not all teachers who deal with language on
a daily basis are aware of linguistic diversity and the importance of language
knowledge in the learning process. The sociolinguistic interviews conducted
with the students highlighted the strong emotional bond they have with their
mother tongue. This powerful tie is encapsulated in the words of Rahman, a
Bengali student at the CPIA Avellino and one of the protagonists of the work
on Bengali. During the sociolinguistic interview, when asked if he was interested in participating in the DiM Project, he replied: “Sure, so finally I can
do something for my language13 too”. In fact, his commitment to the project
has been truly incomparable, as he has devoted much of his free time in collecting data and writing definitions. Rahman concluded the interview with
these words: “If I could express everything in my language, I would say it better and you would understand more”. This final statement captures well the
meaning of the DiM Project.

The Bengali language movement arose as a political effort in East Pakistan,
advocating the recognition of Bengali as one of the languages of Pakistan. The language
issue played a very prominent part in the creation of Bangladesh.
13
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